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Ever since news of Joe Wright's new Pride
and Prejudice hit the media fan there's been
a lot of misty-eyed reminiscing about the
BBC’s acclaimed 1995 mini-series. This latest
adaptation, however, is an incomparable
creature – dishevelled, fast-paced and boldly
cinematic, it's distinctive enough to silence
the suggestion that it's tampering with a TV
classic.

Where there is Austen, there must always
be ballrooms, but here, not only do they
come with predictable grandeur, they are
filled with an excitable energy that leaves
cheeks flushed and ringlets tousled.

Wright's refreshing interpretation is both
raw and unprettified, with tempestuous
scenery that’s more Wuthering Heights than
Pemberly Manor.

It’s in the spirit of this candour that Keira
Knightley disposes of her Hollywood
glamour to recapture some of the
effortlessly beguiling qualities she possessed
in the likes of TV's Doctor Zhivago. Her
Elizabeth Bennet is a passionate, evolving
young woman, whose charisma offers a far
greater appeal than the cover-girl face that
has made Knightley’s fortune.

The unenviable job of following Colin
Firth's Mr Darcy falls to Matthew
MacFayden. His is a far more morose and
troubled interpretation, disappointing in
that we never see any latent sparkle, yet his
performance has a brutal honesty about it.
His union with Elizabeth, though not
traditionally romanticised, is intensely
moving and beautifully pre-empted in the
scene where she wanders his neo-classical
home and begins to reconsider her harsh
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opinion of him. Austen’s story is here invested with
great humanity as, besides its comedy of manners
and swirl of petticoats, some bitter experiences lurk
in the margins.

Most memorable is the painful speech made by
Elizabeth's best friend, having just agreed to a
loveless marriage to the odious Mr Collins (Tom
Hollander) because, at twenty-seven, she is a burden
and embarrassment to her parents.

Credit must go to Hollander for being truly
squirm-inducing, and also to Donald Sutherland as
the long suffering Mr Bennet.

He presides over his household of babbling
females with enigmatic stillness and wit, and his
special affection for Elizabeth is tangible but never
spoken. Their final scene together ends the story on
a wonderfully emotional high.–CE

■ Pride and Prejudice

It's All Gone Pete Tong
(15)      

This telling comedy follows the
tragic life of legendary DJ Frankie
Wilde.

It takes us through Frankie's life
from being one of the best DJ's
alive, through a subsequent battle
with a hearing disorder,
culminating in his mysterious
disappearance from the club
scene.

A genius in his own right, he
clawed his way to the top of the
DJ ranks.

Now living the opulent life of a
superstar, he resides in his trophy
villa in Ibiza with his trophy wife.

Then tragedy hits.
Born with a hearing disorder, he

finds he is rapidly going deaf with
only one functioning ear to
complete the new Ibiza season.
He starts to slip up with dodgy
mixing and loses focus with his
remixing in the studio.

Frankie dives into a low period,
struggling with deafness in utter
depression.

After a year of locking himself
away he emerges on the other

side with a fresh attitude towards
his affliction, thanks to a new and
inspirational new found love.

He learns to accept his
deafness and learns to function
without sound through vibration.
Will Frankie make it back behind
the decks? Will his new album be
any good? Will he get back his
opulent old life or does he even
want it back? 

When you can't hear, things
look very different.

Available for rent from
Blackbuster Home Entertainment.

Life's been good for
zombies recently. Director
George Romero's Dead
legacy has shuffled
persistently on.

Chunks of him are
visible in 28 Days Later,
the affectionate homage
of Shaun of the Dead,
and the Dawn of the Dead
remake. Now he's
returned to the genre he
made iconic in his Night,
Dawn and Day of the
Dead series.

Land is an
unashamedly gory follow-
up that somehow
managed a friendlier 15
certificate.

This is achieved
because the violence,
while graphic, is quite
clearly in the comic book
spirit, and expected in the
story.

It starts from the
moment we join the
survivors hiding from the
dead on an island, where
the rich live in Fiddler's
Green, a pristine glass
skyscraper, while the rest
scrape by on the dirty
streets. Riley (Simon
Baker) and Cholo (John
Leguizamo) raid towns to
get supplies for land
baron Kaufman (Dennis
Hopper).

Kaufman uses these to
cocoon his 'beautiful
people' in a lifestyle much
removed from the people
below. And far from the
zombies.

Until now the undead
have been easy to keep
at a distance. Apparently
they can't take their
rheumy eyes off fireworks,
and a bullet in the brain
still does the trick.
Unfortunately, things are
changing.

A zombie with the
nickname 'Big Daddy'
(Eugene Clark) has
learned to think, and he's
furious with the living.
Kaufman may soon have
to alter his policies
towards the dead.

Riley and Cholo must
choose between living for
real or not at all. A deeper
agenda is exposed in a
lingering shot of
mechanical birds in a
gilded cage alongside
humans locked in luxury.

Land's subtext is as
subtle as a shotgun to the
head, but it gives the
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Winchester
Writers' Group

Create and discuss new
writing in a relaxed and

friendly atmosphere

Wednesdays 10am - 12
Badger Farm Community

Centre, Winchester

To join please call Paul
Bavister on 01962 890 528
p.r.bavister@reading.ac.uk
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SEATS BOOKABLE ACCESS/VISA/SWITCH LICENSED BAR

IN BOTH SCREENS!
Keira Knightley Judi Dench Donald Sutherland in

PRIDE AND PREJUDICE (U) 
3.00  5.45  8.25

PRIDE AND PREJUDICE (U) 
4.30  7.30

Coming soon: Special Previews Oct 8th/9th
Opens Oct 14th

WALLACE & GROMIT:
THE CURSE OF THE
WERERABBIT (U) 


